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I Oscillation of capitalism from a regulated phase (post WWII)






I Creation of markets
I Necessary supplement to this story: Attack of capital against
labor
I Declining profits in the 1970s
I Neoliberalism as capital’s attempt to regain profitability
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Average profit rate in the US - 1964-2001 (Mohun, 2006)
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Capital and the environment
I With profit opportunities becoming scarce, “green sectors”
represent untapped potential
I Legitimacy: Need for success stories
“And since I think the rest of the market is in trouble,..., I
think a portfolio of farms that are doing state-of-the-art
farming over a 20-, 30-year horizon will be the best investment
money can buy. So I’m killing two birds with one stone: I want
my foundation to make more money than anyone else on the
planet, because that gives us much more to spend for the main
event - which is saving the planet, in a nutshell.” (NYT,
8/28/2012)
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Toms (“Giving capitalism”) Apple supplier Foxconn
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Cases of environmental conflict
I Climate change
I Agriculture and food
I Environment and austerity
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Climate change - Kyoto Protocol (1997)
I Agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by around 5%,
compared to 1990
I Industrialized countries were given greenhouse gas emissions
targets relative to their 1990 emissions
I Creation of a system of marketable permits that would allow
emissions reductions to be achieved in a “cost-effective”
manner, i.e. where emissions reductions are cheaper
I Clean Development Mechanism allowing creation of additional
emissions reductions units through projects in developing
countries
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Kyoto Protocol - Implications
I Atmospheric commons privatized
I Clear distributional effects
I Absorptive capacity of earth has been allocated to different
countries based on their 1990 emissions, thus rewarding
historic emitters
I Windfall profits for companies: Permits were allocated to
companies for free (“grandfathering”)
I “Hot air”: Large number of permits for certain countries,
driving down permit prices and effectively doing away with
emissions reductions in developed countries
I Clean Development Mechanism:
I Many cases of negative impact on local communities
I Questionable environmental benefits (“clean coal”,
monocultures)
I Lack of effective verification mechanisms
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Source: Newell et al. (2013)
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Prices for units from CDM projects
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I “Green Revolution” and the dominance of industrial
agriculture after WWII
I Record high prices of staple food commodities as a result of
speculation → Food riots in 2007-2008
I “Land grabs” in Africa: Large-scale acquisitions of land under
the auspices of the World Bank
I “Monsanto Protection Act”: Congress passing the Farmer
Assurance Provision of HR 933, protecting companies
producing GMO and GE crops from future litigation based on
negative health risks and effects
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Organic farming in Europe - 2009
Subsidies to organic farmers in
Europe: Anomaly to neoliberal
rhetoric
“Were we to represent
Europe by a colour, that
colour would undoubtedly
be green” (EC, 1992, 7).
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Average Farm Size - in hectares
2000 2007
Conv Org Conv Org
EU-27 12.3 40.4
EU-25 16.4 40.6
EU-15 18.4 33.4 21.2 38
Austria 16.7 20.0 18.9 22.3
Bulgaria 6.2 84.7
Czech Rep. 84.5 334.6
France 41.9 46.9 52.0 59.8
Germany 36.0 51.1 45.2 58.5
Greece 4.4 4.8 4.5 10.7
Hungary 4.6 68.8 6.5 350.3
Ireland 31.5 26.8 32.2 38.3
Italy 5.8 18.0 7.2 24.3
Latvia 10.3 7.6 15.7 44.8
Portugal 9.0 145.8 12.1 127.1
Slovakia 29.7 854.8 26.5 588.1
Spain 20.1 40.1 23.3 57.9
Sweden 36.0 51.4 40.6 97.4
UK 66.6 222.1 52.7 154.0
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Organic Farming - Implications
I From organic movement to organic sector
I “Conventionalization” of organic farming in Europe
I Organic farms larger on average than conventional farms both
in size and in value
I Organic farms utilizing less labor per hectare - questionable
employment generation
I “Organic”: From a movement to a set of guidelines that
capital has to observe in order to make profits
I Labor considerations becoming secondary at best
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Current environmental conflicts in Greece
I Some of the most visible instances of resistance to austerity
have been demonstrated around environment struggles
I Opposition to gold mine expansion in Skouries (N. Greece)
I HellasGold (subsidiary of Canadian Eldorado Gold) wants to
set up an open-pit mine in the middle of an old-growth forest
I Company estimates generation of 3,000 tons of toxic dust per
hour
I Negative implications for agriculture, fisheries, water and soil
quality
I Arsenic levels in water 49,000 times above limit, manganese
2,600 times above limit
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“Fast-tracking” investment in times of austerity
I Concessions of state to capital
I Value of minerals: 15.5 billion euros (est.)
I Greek state enabled transfer of mine to HellasGold for 11
million - and subsidized company with another 15 million euros
I Struggle of capital against labor:
I Labor and local communities bearing the environmental cost
I Capital reaping the benefits
I Capital able to exert increased pressure on cash-strapped state
I Increased repression - special police units to protect company
interests
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I Distributional dimensions are at the core of environmental
policies and environmental conflicts
I Capital has penetrated new areas in search of profit during the
neoliberal era
I Attack against labor and communities
I Challenge: How to align environmental struggles with workers’
struggles and citizens’ struggle to maintain quality of life
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